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We  reserve  the  right  to  change  the  products  and  the 
information  described  in  this  publication.  Changes  will  be 
supplemented with additional information, or will be published 
in the next issue of the installation and operating instructions. 

No part  of  this publication may be reproduced,  stored in a 
data storage system, or  disseminated by any other  means 
without the prior consent of CZ-elektronika plus s.r.o..

Please note down the type, serial number, purchase date and 
the name of the person who installed the device so we can 
provide rapid assistance if necessary. The serial number can 
be found on the nameplate fixed to the side of the device. 

Date of purchase:__________ Installation date:___________

Serial No.:_________________________________________

Fitter:

 _________________________________________________
(name, signature, stamp)
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1. Introduction

Thank you for buying the voltage and frequency protection. 
The device allows to monitor the voltage and frequency limits 
in a specified period of time and - if the limits are exceeded - 
it turns off the electricity producing equipment at the interface 
with  the distribution network.  Protection is intended for low 
voltage  distribution  in  the  interface  between  the  generator, 
such as an alternator  or an appliance,  and the distribution 
network.

2. Damage during transport

The  product  was  tested  for  soundness  before  shipping. 
Despite  careful  packaging  damage  may  occur  during 
transport,  which is  generally due to  the shipping company. 
Please check  the  delivered  components  for  any  clear  and 
visible damage caused by transport. If you see any changes 
to the packaging, which could indicate damage to the parts or 
you actually discover damages or deficiencies,  immediately 
inform your  shipping company.  If  necessary your  dealer  or 
CZ-electronics  plus  s.r.o.  can  support  you.  The  transport 
company should be informed of the damage in writing no later 
than 2 days after receipt of the goods. If returning the goods it 
is necessary, if possible, to use the original packaging.

3. Safety instructions

These installation  instructions  contain  basic  information  for 
operating voltage and frequency protection.  Therefore they 
must  be  read  thoroughly  before  installation  and operation. 
The  persons  entrusted  with  installation  and  maintenance 
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must have the necessary qualifications to do so.

With  regard  to  work  on  the  U-f  guard 
device,  the  worker  must  be  aware  of  the 
danger  resulting  from  electric  current. 
During  installation  and  operation  of  the 
device it is necessary to strictly comply with 
the  provisions  of  the  occupational  safety 
standards currently in force.

During  replacement  the  device  must  be  
disconnected from the power supply and it 
must be in a state without voltage.  

4. Protection description and functions

The  device  is  designed  to  protect  network  voltage  and 
frequency in power production systems, such as photovoltaic 
systems. 
The  instrument  can  only  be  connected  to  a  low-voltage 
network with a nominal voltage of 230 V/400 V ~ 50 Hz. 
The basic version of U-f guard allows the monitored voltage 
and frequency values to be set at a single-level. 
U-f guard version LV2 can be set to monitor the voltage and 
frequency values for two mutually independent intervals and 
their different access times. 
The equipment in  both versions can be set to  monitor  the 
values of phase voltage or line-to-line voltage (inter-phase).

The device does not have vector jump identification, thus it 
must not be used for protecting synchronous generators!
Do not  use U-f  guard for  purposes other than those listed 
herein.  Using  the  device  in  other  ways  may  damage  it, 
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invalidate the warranty or lead to the destruction of the device 
and endangerment of persons.

5. Installing the device in the wiring system

The  device  must  be  protected  from  undue  loads.  It  is 
necessary  to  avoid  touching  the  internal  electronic 
components  and  contacts.  The  electronic  module  contains 
components vulnerable to electrostatic discharge and can be 
damaged by incorrect handling.
The  electronic  components  must  not  be  mechanically 
damaged or destroyed (under certain circumstances this can 
pose a threat to health!).
The systems in which U-f guard is installed must be equipped 
with additional monitoring and protective devices according to 
the valid safety and accident prevention regulations. The user 
must respect  those measures in their  system that limit  the 
consequences during a malfunction or failure of the U-f guard 
device, so that there is no threat to persons or damage to 
property.
The device is designed for installation into a distributor on a 
DIN 35 mm bus bar. During operation the temperature of the 
environment must not be lower than – 20 °C or higher than + 
60 °C. The supply voltage to bus bar 5 must be protected by 
a  2A  T  time-delay  fuse.  Each  measuring  input  must  be 
protected  separately  by a  2A T fuse.  These fuses  can  be 
replaced with  circuit  breakers with  a 2A current  rating and 
Type B tripping characteristic.

In addition to the U-f  guard,  we recommend equipping the 
wiring circuit with surge protection. The designer will propose 
specific type 1 and 2 surge arresters.
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U-f  guard  must  not  be  connected as  
follows:

a) by  means  of  measuring  inputs  L1,2,3  isolated  by 
transformer and power supply without transformer

b) with  measuring  inputs  L1,2,3  connected  directly  to  the 
network and power supply through transformer

c) with  measuring  inputs  and  power  supply  concurrently 
connected  through  a  triple-phase  transformer  with  an 
apparent power of less than 20 VA.

It  is  not  generally recommended to  install  and operate the 
device in IT networks. In exceptional cases, after consultation 
with the manufacturer, the U-f guard can be connected with 
isolating  transformers  measuring  inputs,  including  power 
supply,  subject  to the precondition of  use of  3f  transformer 
with power higher than 20 VA.

Pin assignment:
Standard version of U-f guard
Fig. 1 shows the connection to a 230 V AC relay. 
Relay contacts are led to connections 8, 9 and 10. If the U-f 
guard  doesn't  detect  an  error,  the  relay  is  fastened  and 
changeover  contact  9  is  connected  to  contact  10  and 
simultaneously  change-over  contact  9  disconnected  from 
contact 8. 
The relay contacts are galvanized to be isolated from the U-f 
guard  connection.  If  a  larger  contactor  (or  isolator)  is 
connected with the relay's contacts, a 4.7 nF/250 V~(X1/Y2), 
condenser  should  be  connected  in  parallel  to  the  relay 
contact (connection 9 and 10) in order to avoid disconnecting 
the  U-f  guard  directly  when turning  on  the  contactor.  This 
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likewise increases the lifespan of the relay's contacts in such 
wiring.

Extended version of U-f guard S
Fig.  2 shows the connection with  an internal  power  switch 
isolator 3 x 230 V AC. 
The isolator's input contacts are labeled as L1, L2 and L3 IN. 
The isolator's output contacts are labeled as L1, L2 and L3 
OUT. If the U-f guard does not detect a fault, the inputs of 
each phase are connected to the outputs.
The power isolator's inputs must be fused with a protection 
element with a maximum rated power of 3 x 20 A inclusive, 
Type B characteristics. 

The switch isolator's recommended rated  
current is 3 x 16 A. The integrated isolator's 
maximum short-term current is 3 x 30 A and 
current  above  this  value  must  not  be  
permanently run through the U-f guard!

The following order must be generally observed when fitting 
the protection:
 disconnect the secondary distributor, to which the device 

is to be installed
 provide a disconnecting device before turning it back on
 before  connecting  check  the  wiring  in  the  secondary  

distributor to see if it is without voltage
 cover all components under voltage
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Connection in a single-phase system:

The difference to a 3 phase network connection is connecting 
to an arbitrary L1, 2, or L3 network of one measured phase, 
that being only to measuring input No. 18 for the standard 
version  or  No.  32 for  U-f  guard  S.  Inputs  No.  20 and 22, 
respectively 34 and 36, must be free!

The U-f guard for measuring one phase in a 
single-phase system, MUST ALWAYS be  
powered from the same phase as the phase 
being measured. 

Separate protection of the measured single phase input and 
the concurrent powering of the device from this phase must 
be maintained. 
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Fig. 1: Wiring diagram
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Fig. 2: Wiring diagram for U-f guard S
with an integrated switch isolator
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6. Data displayed and setting the functions

Meaning of push buttons:
SELECT 

-  switching between display screens
- switching between parameters (values) in the edit 
   mode

NEXT 
-  value setting
-  change of protection function modes

Short press changes the value by 1
By holding the button you can change the value by 10

ENTER
- access to value edit mode
- exit from value edit mode:

press once: exit from edit mode of values applicable to the 
current screen
press twice: exit from edit mode of values applicable to the 
whole device and termination of active access by PIN code

Each display screen has its  sequence number in  the right 
upper corner. 
The  backlight  is  activated  by  pressing  any  of  the  three 
buttons,  and  lasts  for  a  period  of  one  minute,  unless  the 
button is pressed again. 
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appear Rot: R. During the incorrect sequence of phases, 
the following appears Rot: L! and instead of some values 
of  phase  or  line-to-line  voltage,  under  voltage  data 
appears <160V! or <280V!

Fig. 2: First screen of currently measured parameters

If all values of the measured voltage and frequency have set 
interval  limits,  the  last  line  displays  the  symbol  of  the 
connected relay. 
After waiting for the set period for connecting the relay, the 
symbol OK appears, otherwise the symbol!! 
As soon as the waiting period for connecting to the relay is 
over and all the values are in the limits, 

instead of a symbol for disconnected relay      
contacts and a red LED at the same time

the symbol of connected relay contacts is 
displayed and a yellow/green LED at the same time

An example of the first screen's currently displayed values is 
shown in Fig. 2
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 L1 230,0V    L1L2  400,0V 1
 L2 230,0V    L1L3  400,0V
 L3 230,0V    L2L3  400,0V
 f 50,00Hz    I  OK   Rot:R

screen  
number

symbol of inner relay         measured values              3-phase network correct 
   closed contacts             corresponding to ranges             sequence symbol

symbol of last network 
error detected, 
particularly undervoltage 
between L2 and L3



Screen No.:
1 basic values measured
2 Level 1  setting of Level 1 protection
3 Level 2  setting of Level 2 protection

(only allowed for protections with 2 levels)
4 access to value change mode (edit mode), 

measurement method change
5 error statistics, device activation time

Fig. 3: Second screen with values set (Level 1)

Fig. 4: Fourth screen, access to setting mode

In order  to  avoid accidentally  resetting  the  values,  voltage 
and  frequency  protection,  it  is  necessary  to  enter  code 
number 5482. 
Procedure for entering the code: press ENTER to enter the 
editing  mode,  press  NEXT to change the  numbers’ values 
and SELECT to  move between numbers.  After  setting  the 
four-digit number, briefly press ENTER. 
Active mode for resetting the values is displayed with the text 
>EDIT MENU<
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 Level1    Av:10     ED:00   2 

L-N  ↓ 210,0V    ↑ 240,0V
 
 f ↓49,50Hz/05   ↑50,5Hz/05

 PIN:0000                         4
 measure  mode:  3x L-N
 meas. lev.: 1
 delay  r:  0m10s    ver1.00
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Brief procedure for U-f guard protection setting (LV2, S)
- press SELECT button to access screen No. 4
- press ENTER button once
-  using NEXT button  enter  the correct  PIN code 5482 (by 
request PIN code may be assigned to the device individually, 
as a unique code)
- switch between the numbers using NEXT button
- as soon as PIN code is selected, press ENTER button once
- >EDIT MENU< is displayed
- by switching between the set values (using SELECT button), 
some values / parameters may be changed
-  currently  shown  window  may  be  left  (and  value  setting 
terminated) by pressing ENTER button once
- using SELECT button move to screen No. 2 (first line on the 
left - LEVEL 1)
- press ENTER to initiate the value change mode
- by switching between the set values (using SELECT button), 
some values / parameters may be changed

Setting   R  eal-  T  ime   clock   ver.1.31 or higher   or   2.31   or higher:  
- the condition is active mode for changing values
   > EDIT MENU <  (PIN code has been entered correctly)
- press button SELECT invoke the screen 5
-  press button  ENTER to activate the mode change date  
   and time
- press button SELECT to move in the format:
                   day month year    hour : minute : second
- to confirmation press button ENTER

– exit  from  value  change  mode  (with  PIN  code)  is 
possible by pressing ENTER button once and then 
twice (fast) - then >EDIT MENU< disappears)
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Fig. 5: Fifth screen with statistical data, old version

Fig. 6: Fifth screen with statistical data, latest version

The latest version of the real-time circuit are errors recorded 
in the memory, containing the last 14 recorded disconnection 
relay.  These records will  be displayed so that the SELECT 
button to select the screen 5 and once we press the enter 
key. Then click NEXT after we screen to view all of the latest 
entries.  Return  to  standard  view  statistics  of  error  is  by 
pressing the ENTER key.
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 L1↓0000   ↑0000    f↓000 5
 L2↓0000   ↑0000    f↑000
 L3↓0000   ↑0000      00:00
 Σ0000       t0000'00:00:00

number of inner relay   total number of   
contacts disconnection  relay disconnections 

time left after 
detection of 
value overrun

device oper. time since power supply
activation (days'hours:min:sec)

 L1↓0000   ↑0000    f↓000 5
 L2↓0000   ↑0000    f↑000
 L3↓0000   ↑0000      00:00
 Σ0000       t0000'00:00:00

number of inner relay   total number of   
contacts disconnection  relay disconnections 

time left after 
detection of 
value overrun

device oper. time since power supply
activation (ddmm'hours:min:sec) as real time



Fig. 7: Sixth screen with detailed statistical data, 
latest version

If the ENTER button is pressed in other screens, in order to 
finish editing this particular window, it is necessary to change 
any value and then press ENTER to confirm the end of the 
edit mode of the particular window. If none of the buttons are 
pressed within  5 minutes  of  pressing  a button,  the  editing 
mode is ended without loss of any of the values already set.

The meaning of settable modes and values:
PIN: XXXX

row for setting the four-digit access code
measured mode:

       voltage measuring methods:
3-phase against neutral wire  3x L-N
single phase against neutral wire  1x L-N
inter-phase as line voltage  3x L-L

measure levels: number of levels measured (1 or 2)
(1 level with basic version, 2 levels with U-f 
guard LV2)

delay r: time for connecting the relay (delay relay)  
16

   1 L1↓ 030813  183021  6
   2 - - - 000000  000000
   3 - - - 000000  000000
   4 - - - 000000  000000

number and reason 
of relay contacts disconnection record date record time

day/month/year hour/minute/second
(ddmmyy) (hhmmss)



after  the  last  detected  values  above  the  
configured  interval  values  for  voltage  or  
frequency have passed in [s]

ver 1.23 firmware  version,  where  the  first  digit  
indicates:  1.XX single  level,  2.XX double  
level protection

The meaning of values to be set on screens 2 and 3:
Av: number of  monitored  periods  for  network  voltage  

(one period equals 20 ms)*

ED: Error Delay function allows a set number of periods 
in which the measured voltage is the worst to be  
omitted in the set time window Av. This setting is only 
used  when  searching  for  the  causes  of  frequent  
disconnection of protection  in  a  low  voltage  
distribution system

L-N↓ lower monitored limit of phase voltage in the case of 
setting the L-N mode [V]

↑ upper monitored limit of phase voltage in the case of 
setting the L-N mode [V]

L-L↓ lower monitored limit of phase voltage in the case of 
setting the L-L mode [V]

↑ upper monitored limit of phase voltage in the case of 
setting the L-L mode  [V]

f↓ lower monitored limit of network frequency [Hz]
/xy xy is number of network voltage periods monitored  

for under-frequency **
↑ upper monitored boundary of network frequency [Hz]
/xy xy is number of network voltage periods monitored 

for over-frequency**
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*
Settings  example:  requirement  for  the  length  of  measuring  interval  resp. 
reaction time is 0.2 s. This corresponds to 10 network periods, as 0.2 s / 20 ms 
= 10. Therefore we set the value Av:10.
For the measuring interval of 0.5 s it would be 0.5 s / 20 ms = 25. Therefore we  
would  set  Av:25.  Similar  rules  apply  to  setting  of  the  range  of  measuring 
interval  of  under-frequency  and  over-frequency  (this  is  only  possible  with 
versions from 1.20 resp. 2.20 and higher).

**
The range of settings of measurement is 2 to 29 network periods. Following the 
number 29 two dashes are shown --. With this settings the frequency is only 
shown in  window No.  1,  but  in  case of  overrun of  preset  values of  under-
frequency or over-frequency, the protection does not respond. 
The lowest measuring interval to be set covers 2 network periods (40 ms). This  
applies separately and independently for under-frequency and over-frequency.
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   7. Technical data
Voltage range  280 - 470 Vac (400 V / 50 Hz nom.)

Supply voltage, Power consumption  230 Vac (230 V / 50 Hz nom.), < 3 W

Frequency range  40 - 60 Hz

Protection levels 
 - single level 1 or 3-phase in basic version
 - double level 1 or 3-phase model LV2 *

Range of voltage protection settings 
 160 Vac - 275 Vac (measured L to N)
 280 Vac - 485 Vac (measured L to L)

Range of frequency protection settings  47 – 53 Hz

Reaction time for discon. relay contacts 
when an error is detected in network 

(so called "measured time") 

Level 1 voltage: 40 ms – 1.0 s 
Level 1 frequency: 40 ms – 0.6 s 
Level 2 voltage and frequency: 40 ms – 0.6 s

Delay for reconnecting relay contacts from 
 the moment of disconnection 

 5 s  - 30 min, step 1 s

Opening/closing time for relay contacts  < 10 ms

Date and time record  history of latest 14 relay disconnections

Real-Time clock 

 user customizable calendar with accuracy 
 ± 1 min/year, after disconnection of the 
power supply unit keeps time with the internal 
battery, up to 10 years

Voltage measuring accuracy  ± 1 % (at ULN > 150 Vac)

Frequency measuring accuracy  ± 0.01 Hz (47 – 52 Hz)

Working temperature, humidity  -20°C to +60 °C, 95 % (non-condensing)

Output contacts 
- basic version - unipolar isolator 6 A /250Vac

- extended version U-f guard S* - tripolar isolator 
3x16 A/250 Vac , max.3x 30 A

Electrical lifespan of relay  105 connections at nominal output

Conductor diameter at clamps 
max. 2.5 mm2 
ver. U-f guard S  power contacts max.16 mm2

Case 
ABS material, flame retardant according to 
UL94-V0 standard

Mounting 
symmetrical 35 mm, width 68 mm (approx. 
3 modules), version U-f guard S approx. 
7 modules, rail standard DIN 46277)

Display 
LCD display 4 x 20 characters, 
black characters, white or green backlight, 
two-color LED for relay status indication

Method of control, regulation  3 buttons, RISC processor
* optional





8. Contact

CZ-elektronika plus s.r.o.
Nádražní 219

54901 Nové Město nad Metují
Czech Republic  

Call us on workdays
from 8.00 A.M. until 3.00 P.M.

Infoline: +420 606 754 720
e-mail:

 servis@cz-elektronika.cz



EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
ref No. 03/13

Declaration of conformity issued by:
CZ-elektronika plus, spol. s r. o.  ID: 2882518
Nádražní 219, 549 01 Nové Město nad Metují

as the manufacturer of the product:
single level voltage and frequency protection U-f guard (S)
and 2-level voltage and frequency protection U-f guard LV2

Product description and functions:
a device for detecting under voltage, over voltage, under frequency, over-
frequency in a selected time interval in low voltage distribution networks. In 
the case of non-compliance with the set values the device sends a signal to 
disconnect the floating relay contacts leading to disconnecting the electricity 
generating stations or appliances from the low voltage distribution network.

I hereby declare and certify that
this product conforms with the basic requirements of the EMC Directive No. 
2004/108/EC
These harmonized standards have been applied to assess conformity:
- WEEE (RoHS)
EMC tests - emissions 
ČSN EN 61000-3-2, 3, 11; ČSN EN 55011 - RF interference
 
EMC tests - resistance 
ČSN EN 61000-4-2 Electrostatic Discharge
ČSN EN 61000-4-3 RF electromagnetic field
ČSN EN 61000-4-4 Transient phenomena/impulse groups 
ČSN EN 61000-4-5 Section 5: Surge immunity test
CSN EN 61000-4-6 Immunity to conducted disturbances 
ČSN EN 61000-4-8 Magnetic fields 

Nové Město nad Metují, on 1. 3. 2013

                Petr Hlaváček
                   Executive
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____________________________________________
notes:


